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1)

a) A double pendulum consists of two particles ,( and Prwith masses m, and m,

respectively, connected by two strings of lengths l, and l, according to the figure

below. The equations of motion for the system are:

aö + c cos(0 - ilö + csin(O - ili' + d sin2 = 0

b$ + c cos(0 - fiö - c sn(0 - il7' t e sin{ = Q

Lrnearizetheequationsofmotionattheequilibrium state 0=ö=0,0=ö=0 andwrite
on matrix format. Identiff the mass matrix, the stiffness matrix, the damping matrix and
the gyroscopic matrix.
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b) Let q = Q1,...,Q, be generalized coordinates for a material system G subjected to the

generalizedforces Q, = | f" .!a*,where 
.,;f, is the (specific) active accelerating

iB oQi

force. Thepositionvectorofamaterialpoint PetB isthengivenby r-r(q;P).Let
a = a(q,q,4; P) denote the acceleration of the material point.

Show that

c) During the site visit at Öresundsverket in Malmö, our hosts told us about different
vibration phenomena that occur in their line of work. One example of vibrations that
was discussed was axial vibrations in a turbine. Normally one would expect radial
vibrations due to unbalance relative to the central shaft, but the manufacturers of the
turbine had encountered problems with axial vibrations along the length of the turbine.
What design change did they introduce in order to avoid these axial vibrations?

'=v,#u,.1äffi+nr
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0 Consider linear vibrations of the CO, molecule (that is, vibrations in line with the

molecule, see figure below). The mass of an oxygen atom is denoted by mo and the

mass of a carbon atom by m" . The inter-atomic forces are represented by elastic springs

with spring constants k, and ftr, respectively, according to the figure below.
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2)
a)

Suppose that xt(0)=xz(0)=t3(0)=0, and that the masses are initially at rest, except

for the carbon atom which is given the initial velocityl0m/s. What is the expression for
the subsequent motion q(t) of the mechanical system when contributions equal to zero

are omitted from the expression? Also identify the name of the different variables in the
expression.

Consider the mechanical system in the figure below. The masses move along a fixed
horizontal line and the left mass is subjected to an external harmonic force with
amplitude 4 ard angular frequency at.The mechanical system has the following mass

and stiffrress matrix

M-

and mode shapes

Calculate the modal mass matrix.
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d) An n-dimensional mechanical system with positive definite mass matrix !! and

positive semi-definite stiffness matrix K has the eigenfrequencies a)1, a)2, ... ,c0, artd

the modal matrix X =lrr... x"] where

(-ati ttZ + {)7, =f;, i = l,

5

,n

and

X' M X = p = diag(t4 ... lt,) and [.r g[. = rc = diag(Kr ... K,)

where l\, ... ,lt, and rcr, ... ,Kn are constants satisffing F, > 0 and Ki ) 0. The kinetic
and potential energies of the system are given by

I
T q'@ and Y q'g

2 2

respectively. Using normal coordinates ,t =(rt, Uz ,1,)' defined by q = Xi
Show that the equation for the free motion of the system may be written

ii * q'rt = 0, where e' = p-t rc

e) For vibrational motion of a bar in extension, Z is the length of the bar, E is the modulus
of elasticity,A=A(x) is the sectional area, k=k(x)is the external force density and

m=m(x) is the mass density. Assume that k=O('ofree vibrations") and consider a
solution on the form ("separation of variables") u(x,t)=fr(x)ö(t), show that the

following conditions are necessary, where )" is aconstant.

1

-J-4IEA@)!!@1=.zfr(x)
m(x) dx clx

and #rrr+ ).((t1=s

D A mechanical system consists of ten masses fiit,r/t2,...,/nt0that are lined up after each
other where each mass mn is connected to the next mass mtu+D using a spring with
spring constant kn,n:1,2,...,9. Observe that mass ml is only connected to mass mz and
that mass mn is only connected to trtdss //te. Calculations show that the system has the
following natural eigenfrequencies:

ar, = 4I.1, a4, = 79.4, @ot = 115.8, a4 = 157 .3, ar, = 279.4,

aos=333.6, @07 =577.9, oos=645.2, aos=792.5, @oto=839.4

Referring to the numerical values of the eigenfrequencies, why is it reasonable to
assume that the calculations are incorrect?
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Introduce damping to the system by adding a viscous damper with damping coefficient
c in between masses mz and m3, in parallel with spring fr5.

a) Use coordinates4, xz, x3 to formulate the equations of motion for the system.

(Introduction of mass matrices etcetera should be motivated using Lagrange's
equations, expressions of kinetic- and potential energy or free-body diagrams with
accompanying equations of motion.)

b) Describe how to calculate the natural frequencies and their corresponding mode
shapes, the damped natural frequencies and their corresponding mode shapes and
the modal relative dampings.

c) Describe how to calculate the component Fr, = Frr(a)ofthe frequency response

matrix.

In your description, please include the equations that have to be solved and present a list
of names of all variables that are introduced in your equations. Necessary relationships
that have to be used to solve the problem should be presented. Matlab and similar
programs are just tools. Your task is to present a systematic description for the reader
how to solve b) and c) using the results found in a).

5) In order to measure forces exerted by living nerve cells on their environment, nano
beams are used where the deflections of the beams are measrued. In order to calculate
the force, physical properties of the nano beams need to be recorded. A first step is to
formulate a mathematical model of the vibration of the nano beams. Formulate an
expression for the mode shapes of transverse (bending) vibrations of a nano beam which
is clamped (fixed) at one end and free at the other end. Also formulate an expression
from which it is possible to numerically calculate the natural frequencies for the nano
beams. The expressions may include mathematical functions such as for example sine
and cosine, as well as the length of the nano wire: L, the sectional area: A, the
sectional area moment-of-inertia: 1, the material density: p and the modulus of
elasticity: E. Assume that L, A, I, p , and E may be considered as constants. With given
numerical values for the constants it should be possible to plot the theoretical mode
shapes using your expression.

P, E'4, L, I
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